
 

  
Whether you’re overworked, under-slept or partied out, 
AWAY promises the outcome you need, in the time you 
have, with the perks you want to GET YOUR GLOW ON. 

Tailor-made treatments to detox, de-stress & 
rejuvenate. 

---- 
Targeted tune-ups and on-demand beauty fixes. 

---- 
Perks that keep you looking & feeling fab long after 
your AWAY visit. 

81 North Quay 
Brisbane QLD 4000 

T 61 7 3556 8888 
 

Monday - Saturday 9AM - 9PM 
Sunday 9AM - 7PM 

FIT: Open 24 hours with card access 



 

Back Neck Shoulder Massage 45 MINS $130 / Full Body Massage 90 MINS 
$220 
A true blue Aussie gem of a treatment. Sodashi expertly fuses ancient Australian 
stones, crystals and Australian plant essences to resonate deep within and bring 
harmony and a total relax vibe. Your true blue Aussie spa experience.  
 

90 MINS $230
A designer Deep-tox is just what the doctor ordered. Sodashi incorporates a 
warm mud mask, heating the spine and kidneys to calm the nerves. This full 
body massage will deep-tox skin deep through to the muscles, kicking out any 
stored toxins and wastes and getting you back to fighting fit - pure and simple.  
 

90 MINS $240
Experience a luxe all-encompassing spa treat with a twist of Eastern 
flare…Sodashi style. Incredible health results include improved digestion, 
detoxification and release of muscular tension. Go beyond the physical by 
alleviating negativity, stored emotions and turning up energy and spiritual 
wellbeing through a back, neck and shoulder massage, express facial and scalp 
massage.  
 

60/90 MINS $150/$210
Unplug from life and plug into Sodashi's unique massage technique. Increase 
lymph flow and balance energy meridians with a light to medium pressure, full 
body massage. Unload emotional and physical tensions to get back to your life 
without the extra weight on your shoulders.  
 

90 MINS $230 
Sodashi's moment of magic.  A deeply meditative journey, realigning the 
body’s seven main chakras with crystals to heal and signature oil blends. For 
those looking for an out of mind spa journey, this full body massage 
completes with a few minutes of meditation.  
 

60 MINS $165.00  
Roll with a new flow of movement as Skeyndor’s specialty bamboo stick 
massage helps to increase flexibility of joints, relax muscles, and improve the 
body’s defence system. It works to sculpt, trim, lift and get your blood and 
lymph moving to make for a fab inner glow that will leave you with a glam 
outer glow.
 

30/45/60/90 MINS $90/$115/$155/$210
Skeyndor’s signature massage, made your way, infuses chroma with aroma. 
Magical elixirs with unordinary sensory delights personally paired to your 
related concerns on the day.  
 
 
 

Recharge & refuel so you’re ready to do it all over again.  
 



60 MINS $160 
Sodashi balances your body to get its glow back. Relieve stress with this 
treatment primed for post long haul flights and excessive exercise. A full body 
polish leaving you glowing from the inside out.   
 

60 MINS $160 
When the wheels hit the ground boost your energy levels back up. Recover and 
reset your time zone with a Himalayan salt exfoliation, warm aromatic compress 
and massage of your back, neck and shoulders, before freshening up with 
Sodashi's signature jet lag skin tonics through a refresh facial. Be balanced back 
into life.  
 

90 MINS $235 
Skeyndor’s out of this world hypnos journey for the senses. A ritual of 
relaxation, an Eastern flare with Ayurvedic therapies, and chakras and energy 
points put back into balance with Tridosha oil. An extraordinary blend for the 
senses of ylang ylang, lemon, neroli, lavender and myrrh, tantalising the soul and 
culturing the mind. Full body polish, massage and back wrap.  
 

60 MINS $185  
Luminate your life with this unique Skeyndor body to soul treat. Transition your 
body condition with minerals galore from the famous thermal waters of Salies 
de Bearn, containing some of the world’s highest mineral concentrations. 
Malachite massage, chakra balancing and crushed sapphire full body infusion so 
your energies will luminate by day and sparkle bright by night. Full body polish 
and wrap finished with body lotion.  
 

90 MINS $240  
Step out of your world and into ours. Let us boost your life with our energy 
remedy so you can get back on top of your world. Skeyndor has selected a 
fusion of actives to restore energy balance, condition the skin and release 
built up tension. An organic clay wrap with the fusion of Hematite, rich in iron 
content, will infuse energy back into your hectic schedule. Full body polish, 
massage and wrap.  

45 MINS/60 MINS $165/$195  
Budge that stubborn bulge so you can love the skin you’re in even more. 
Skeyndor’s revolutionary virtual needle technique will help your body to 
budge the bulge, detox and get rid of unwanted stubborn wastes. Remodels 
the body to sculpt your silhouette and you can choose to focus on either 
stomach, buttocks, thighs or arms.  
 

 

Recharge & refuel so you’re ready to do it all over again.  
 



60 MINS $150 
Skeyndor unites the three elements of earth air and water as this spa facial 
works to fix even the most reactive skins. The addition of MINERO-MEDICINAL 
thermal spring water from Salies-de-Béarn, (France), with a combo of essential 
minerals, silky ceramides, naturally occurring pre-biotic sugars and pure 
marine collagen = fab, fresh, oxygenated, firmer and overall revived skin 
results.  
 

45/60 MINS $140/$175   
Skeyndor  
Four intense and power packed facials that are matched to your skin needs. 
Great as a quick fix!         
                                                                                          
Power Retinol  
Skin mission to revive skin with sun or environmental damage, even tone and 
add a power infusion of three synergistically compatible active ingredients.                
                                                                                                            
Power Hyaluronic 
Skin mission to power plump the skin with hyaluronic acid and H2O based 
actives. Rebuilds the skin’s protective barrier and strengthens skin defenses to 
lock all the essentials in so results last longer. Great to power plump lines.      
                                                                                                  
Power C+  
Skin mission to kick-start life back into tired lifeless skin and brighten the skin 
to sunshine brightness. A new generation of active brightening and repair to 
leave a younger radiant skin.   
                                                 
Power Oxygen  
Skin mission to breathe soul into lifeless skins. 02 infusion at its best.  
 
 
 

60/90 MINS $210/260
Skeyndor Cosmetic Revolution - No More Needles providing a natural 
alternative to botox & injectable fillers, or to enhance existing cosmetic 
procedures. Skeyndor’s corrective experience is inspired by aesthetic medical 
treatments, but is the ultimate non-invasive treatment utilising medical grade 
branched chain hyaluronic acid, encapsulated in nano technology for the 
deepest penetration to fill expression lines. In conjunction with synthetic 
viper venom, which affects the ability of the muscle to contract, it provides a 
Botox like effect. Say goodbye to lines & wrinkles and hello to a younger you, 
always beautiful - forever YOUNG.  
 

90 MINS $310 
Skeyndor the Ultimate Creme de Luxe, as you discover the most exclusive 
technological jewel for your skin. The fusion of science and luxury in a unique 
sensory experience, this is a global ultra anti-aging treatment to decisively 
fight the signs of aging skin. Made with more than 25 active ingredients to high 
concentrations and endorsed by over 130 clinical studies, Lux Prodigy 
combines three aesthetic rejuvenation processes:  
 
Cell Genesis Activators   
Substances that increase the number of cells, such as damask rose stem cells 
from France. 
  
Cell Quality Perfectors 
Substances such as white truffle extract from Italy’s Piedmont region that 
protect and restore cell quality and delay their entry into the senescence.  
 
Cell Functionality Enhancers   
Substances that enhance the activity of cells, such as kombucha tea. Turn 
back the time on your skin.  
 
 

Look fab fast with of-the-moment beauty fixes. 
 



45/60 MINS $150/$190  
The most revolutionary, non-invasive treatment since the invention of 
injectables. Nothing surpasses the new and proven technology known as 
Skeyndor Mesoscience. Scientifically validated, this technology offers an 
advanced approach that will deliver exciting, new and credible results for face 
and body therapy.  
 
Meso Filler  
Put it in and plump it up! Smooth the skin and fill those wrinkles in this non-
injectable filler. Great as a quick fix, best as a series of six or more.  
 
Meso Lift  
Put it in and lift it up! Snap that skin back into shape like a rubber band. 
Strengthens the building blocks of the skin to reaffirm the foundations.  
 
Meso Bright  
Put it in and brighten up! Boost the skin with Vitamin C to lighten those dark 
spots and unify the skin. Perfect treat for skin areas suffering from sun or 
environmental damage.  
 

60 MINS (WITHOUT THERAMAL MASK) / 90 MINS (WITH THERMAL MASK) 
$165/$230
More than just a facial it is nature’s face-lift the Sodashi way.                                  
Heat the skin for a deeper infusion of skin food and treat the skin while it eats.    
Personalised to what the skin needs for detoxing, re-toxing, rehydrating or 
anti-ageing, this fab facial has you covered.  
 
 
 

105 MINS $310 
Transform your skin with Sodashi’s best kept secret. An intensive journey for 
your skin combining ayurvedic anti-ageing techniques, a unique alchemy of 
pure botanical ingredients and crystals galore for healing energies and more. 
An experience not to be missed.  

90 MINS $210 
The powerful combination of nature meeting crystals. Sodashi breathes life 
back into the skin and balances out the physical, emotional, mental and 
spiritual self, incorporating warm crystals. We reflect what we are so be the 
best you.  
 

Look fab fast with of-the-moment beauty fixes. 
 

60 MINS $165 
For the outdoor man or the man always on the go. Extreme sports extreme 
life and Skeyndor has your skin covered so you can keep looking fresh as you 
go. Repairs external aggressions and boosts tired skin enabling you to return 
to your superman lifestyle.  
 

75 MINS $170  
Putting the cult into the cultured man. Keep up appearances with Sodashi's 
cultured man and ease the stress, detox and deep clean the skin and relax, 
revive, renew so you can do it all again.  
 



  
30 MINS $65 
Sodashi's rich scalp fix. Relieve the scalp and nourish the hair for a glossy 
finish and a clearer mind.  
 

  
30 MINS $75 
Smooth the orange peel effect. Sodashi's cellulite fighter packs a punch with 
a dry brush and heat packs for the affected areas. This will get the blood and 
lymph flow going, kicking toxins to the curb and reducing built up fluids. 
Tighten it up and smooth it out.  
 

30 MINS $65 
Scalp relax.  
 

30 MINS $65 
Skeyndor’s glam make up.  
 

SPA SOCIAL SCENE WITH THERMAL & RELAXATION ZONES 
POST-TREATMENT TIPS 
KICK ON WITH A COCKTAIL 

WOW BROWS (Eye Brow Shape)     15 MINS $40  
COLOR ME LASHES (Eye Lash Tint)    15 MINS $35  
COLOR ME BROWS (Eyebrow Tint)    15 MINS $30  
EYE WILL REVIVE (Eyebrow shape + Tint + Lash Tint)   45 MINS $75  
EYE RISE 
Sodashi’s bright eyes add on. Revive tired eyes, get rid of last  
night’s dark circles and just refresh the scene. Re-sculpt the eyes  
and brows for a lifted result.     15 MINS $45  
EYE AM FABU-LASH 
Skeyndor’s treat for bold strong fabu-lashes. Lifted eye lids and  
diminished wrinkles, this is a complete eye treat for visibly enhanced  
eyes and fabu-lashes.       30 MINS $75 
 

A.S.A.P (Express Mani or Pedi)      30 MINS $75 
OVER TIME (Spa Mani or Pedi)                  60 MINS $120  
AROMA PARAFFIN       30 MINS $75   
SAPPHIRE SUPREME 
Skeyndor re-energises feet or hands with this sublime sapphire  
fusion. Let your digits shine bright and feel light.   30 MINS $80 
GEL OFF         15 MINS $35 
 
 
 

Beauty is a 24 hour job. Own that post-treatment strut long after you 
leave & stay gorgeous even when you can’t make it to the spa. 
 



UPPER LIP/CHIN         $25 
UNDERARMS         $40 
ARMS         $55 
HALF LEG        $60 
FULL LEG        $85 
BIKINI         $45 
BRAZILLIAN        $80 
 

BACK+NECK+SHOULDERS      $75 
CHEST          $70 
LEGS         $95 
ARMS         $75 
 
 

Beauty is a 24-hour job. Own that post-treatment strut long after you 
leave & stay gorgeous even when you can’t make it to the spa. 
 



#SPADAY
90 MINS $230 
Make your own package by selecting any three separate options from our 
menu to experience as 30-minute testers.  
 

120 MINS $325 
Two hours of Oud Bliss. Sodashi’s Eastern luxe spa experience with back 
scrub, body massage, express facial and scalp massage.  
  

150 MINS $345 PP  
Power Boost Facial, Chroma Senses Massage & Headingly Scalp Massage for 
two.  
 

180 MINS $390 PP 
Deep Into Detox Massage, Titanium Man Facial, A.S.A.P (Express hand or foot)  
 

365 MINS $799 
The ultimate spa experience for the extreme spa enthusiast. Includes: 
SAPPHIRE REWIRE WRAP 90 MINS 
MUD MASK YOUR HAIR 30 MINS 
POWER FUEL FACIAL 60 MINS 
EYE RISE EYE TREAT 15 MINS 
WOW BROWS (EYE BROW SHAPE) 15 MINS 
ASAP MANI 30 MINS  
ASAP PEDI 30 MINS 
AROMA PARAFFIN HANDS 15 MINS 
AROMA PARAFFIN FEET 15 MINS 
FACE OF BASE 15 MINS 
Package includes 60 minute lunch break and 15 minute drink break. 
 
 
 

 

Detox, Spa Re-tox & High Tea  
 

  
Minimum four people. Facial (30 MINS) or Massage (30 MINS) + Champagne 
and High Tea. $125 PP 
 

Minimum two people. Detox Face (60 MINS) or Detox Massage (60 MINS) + 
Champagne and High Tea. $185 PP 
 


